
concerns the other 80% of the undergraduates.
The report argues that the university's housing policies

are illogical. The university assumes full responsibility for
the freshmen as the youngest and least experienced
students, yet it takes a higher level of responsibility for
housing older, more experienced graduate students than it
does for undergraduate upperclassmen, the report states,
"In principle, this should be the other way around."

Discrimination on the part of community landlords
further complicates undergraduates' problems.
Approximately
one-third- of the housing notice's received by the
Off-Campus Housing Office specify that only graduate
students are acceptable tenants. Barred from several area
housing units, but lacking transportation to move outside
the vicinity of campus, the undergraduates often must
take sub-standard lodgings at inflated prices.
The Student Council's advocacy of "a greater share, in

proportion to their population of the university-owned

e winner is.....p•2

Conspiracy and bucks
p.3
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Undergrads grumble about housing hubbub
By GAYLE COHEN

March, as the traditional month of housing headaches,
has Hopkins students scurrying to secure apartments/for
the upcoming year. Meanwhile, Dean of Students Jakie
Hall is considering a recent Student Council proposal for
increased undergraduate housing.
A spokesman for Hall said that to her knowledge the

dean has not yet reached a conclusion.
In essence, the report submitted by the Council

Housing Committee calls for a greater amount of..
university-owned housing allocated to undergraduates.
John Alexander, who prepared the report, said, "I'm not
suggesting that graduate students be excluded. I just want
to get the proportions right."

Currently, 65% of the undergraudate population and
35% of the graduate population occupy university-owned
housing. Excluding the freshmen who live in the
dormitories, the rate of undergraduates with university
housing drops to less than 20%. The thrust of the report

NN

housing, than the share allocated to graduates," is,
according to Alexander, "not a question of wants, but of
needs and of satisfying needs. It's a question of scarcity,
so obviously not all needs will be satisfied, but in the way
the scarcity if allocated, it should be more rational."

In view of the graduate students' greater suitability to
off-campus housing, the Student Council has called for "a
long-term transition from the current situation to a more
equitable one." Suggestions have included a university
guarantee to house every first-year graduate and every
first-year undergraduate, with the remainder of the
students participating in the lottery. It has also been
suggested that both undergraduates and graduates be
assigned housing through the lottery system.

Presently, the university assigns its undergraduate
housing facilities by a lottery during spring semester for
the next academic year. Graduate units are assigned on a
first-come, first-served basis.

Undergraduate and graduate housing arrangements also
differ in their contracts. Undergraduates have time
contracts which cover the duration of the academic year,

I! while graduates have full-year contracts. Therefore, if the
university decides to increase its number of undergraduate
tenants, it will lose a substantial amount of money.

In commenting on the Student Council report, Larry
Frelow of the Off-Campus Housing Office said, "If we
were going to house everyone on campus, we'd have to go
to mandatory housing, and I don't think tile students
want that."
However, Alexander said, "There is a notion on the

part of the administration that a lot of people don't want
anything to do with university housing, that a lot of
people want to go off campus. I think this is out of touch
with reality." He cited the large attendance at last week's
lottery information session as evidence of student
interest.
The university owns seven off-campus apartment

buildings. Three of these—Homewood, the Baltimorean,
and Bradford--are inhabited by graduate students and
account for a total of 351 spaces. Another three
buildings—Wolman, Rogers, and Wyman Park—are
occupied by undergraduates and have 243 spaces. The
seventh building, McCoy, which houses both graduates
and undergraduates, has 208 spaces. According to Student
Council figures, this puts the maximum capacity for
housing graduates at 498, whereas that for non-freshman
undergraduates is only 313.
The fate of their future allotment has not yet been

decided. According to Alexander, "As far as we (the
Student Council) are concerned, the first step is for tile
university to commit itself in principle."
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The complete campus

notes from the tues. staff

On March 3. Volume 161 of
Political Pamphlets, (1898) was
mistakenly sold at the Student
Council Book Sale. Please return to
the MSE Circulation Desk or the Book
Sale on Thursday (11-3). Double the
money back and no questions asked.

The Spring Fair Board prese,nts the
annual slide show tonight at 7:30-p.m.
in the dorm social lounge. Come on
down and find out what Mardi
Grad-3400 On Stage is really about.
If you're interested, get involved. Beer
and pretzels throughout.

The sixteenth annual production ofThe JHU New Political Caucus is Ellipsis, formerly Collection of Potpourri sponsored by the Gouchersponsoring a film series about people's Words, is presently accepting College Commuting Studentliberation struggles this weekend submissions for its Spring 1977 issue. Organization will be held Saturday.called "Enemies of the People." Send all prose, verse and graphics to March 12 at 8 p.m. in KraushaarThursday, March 10—Hearts and Box 989 before April 11. No material Auditorium at Goucher College. TheMinds. Friday, March 11—Marlon will be returned except graphics. All evening's entertainment includes
Brand° in Burn. Saturday, March submissions. are automatically singing groups from Princeton.
12—Battle of Algiers. Two showings considered for the Coleman Awards. Franklin & Marshall, Univ. of Va.,each day: 4 p.m.-50 cents. 7:30 For further information call Tim Goucher, and Hopkins. Tickets are $2p.m.—$1. All showings are at Remsen Ridley at 889-3314. .n advance and $2.50 at the door. For
1, JHU Homewood Campus. further ticket information call

825-3300, ext. 267.The International Studies Forum WESS€SSISSSSESSSSSSSESUndergsaduates who would like to will hold a general meeting tonight in The winner of the N-L esteemedsubmit papers for possible publication Gilman 42 at 8:30 p.m. The $29 for "Son of Trivia Quiz" is the entry byin the spring issue of Letters and the model UN will start to be due, and those qhizzes of the psychologyPapers on the Social Sciences should next week's Second Mock Security department, Heldmeyer and Dorsky.send a xerox copy to Box 1310 before Council will be formalized. Second prize goes to Michael Keller.March 18. The winners may pick up their prizes
The 1 9 7 7 Student Council next Monday night. Answers to theAnyone interested in performing Intersession Report is now available in quiz may be obtained at thefor the Fine Arts Festival on Sunday, Hutzler Reading Roorii and in the News-Letter office or contacting MikeApril 1 7, should contact Ginny reserve room of the library for Deak at Box 361.

Louloudes Box 429, Susan Hwang perusal.
Box 320, and Stephen Shutt Box
2145'. Musicians, singers, and dancers
are welcome.
The Fine Arts Committee is

sponsoring a Student Arts and Crafts
Booth at the Spring Fair. The
Committee will also be sponsoring a
Student Art Exhibit in the MSE
Galleries between April 23 and May
13. Students interested in either
selling their crafts at the Fair, or
displaying their artwork should
contact Ginny Louloudes, Box 429.

This week's Grad Club movie is
Erich von Stroheim's "Greed." It will
be shown at 9:30 p.m., Saturday at
the Club.
The Grad Club Foosball

Tournament is underway Mondays
and Wednesdays, from 10:30 p.m. till
1 a.m. Come by and watch the fun!

The Johns Hopkins Republicar
Club will meet Tuesday, March 8, a
6:30 p.m. in Gilman 18. The Whin.
House demonstration will be
discussed, as well as John Allan's plans
for taking over the Spring Fair. The
concluding speaker will explain for
Andrew Young why the Cubans
provide a stabilizing influence in
Africa.

The SPS will be given a tour at APL
on Friday, March 11. Interested
members should contact Brian
Drawbaugh at 467-7174.

There will be a WJHU elections
meeting at 7:00 p.m. Thursday, March
10 in the Dorms Social Lounge. All
members must attend.

The Johns Hopkins University Band
will present a concert on Wednesday,
March 9 at 8:00 p.m., Kraushaar
Au (thorium, Goucher College.
Directed by Mr. Laurence Springer,
the band will present selections by
Rossini. Holst, Vaughan Williams, and
others.

The Johns Hopkins Outdoors Club
is sponsoring a Standard Red Cross
First Aid Course to begin tentatively
on Wednesday March 16 from 3-5
p.m. Those interested please leave
your name, box and your phone
number and a check made out to the
JHU Outdoors Club for $1.00. (cover
cost of supplies and text) in Box 847.

AIESEC will be having general
meetings every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
the Clipper Room of Shriver Hall. All
members and those interested in
joining are urged to attend.

Fiction Workshop this Tuesday at 5
p.m. in Levering Cafeteria. Call
Copeland 4 6 7-3 35 5 or Perron.'
243-5470.

Applications tor Alpha Epsilon
Delta, AED, the national pre-medical
honor society are available in
Homewood House. All sophomore,
junior and senior pre-health
professionals please inquire.

OVERSEAS ASSIGNMENT
IN THE PEACE CORPS

Agriculture
Industrial Arts Education
Civil Engineering
Nursing
Health Education
Nutrition

Mathematics
Physics

Chemistry
Biology
French

Home Economics

Experience and/or degree needed for PEACE CORPS
assignments in Africa, Asia and Latin America. U.S. citizens
only, prefer singles, no dependents. Living allowance, medical
care, transportation, vacation, and readjustment allowance
provided.

See ACTION/PEACE CORPS representative, at the Placement
Office 9am - 4pm, March 10 & 11.

March
March

Academy
Award Winner
Best Documentary
Feature

WARTS
AND
MINDS
"Excruciatingly brilliant."
Paul Zimmerman, Newsweek

"Should be seen by every American."
Charles Champlin, Los Angeles Times

"A brutal mind-blowing experience that
shattered every American who saw it."
Rex Reed

"...an extraordinary movie which may
well be the true film for America's
bicentennial."
Vincent Canby, New York Times

"...a film about why we went to Vietnam,
what we did there, and what the doing
has in turn done to America."
Peter Davis, Director/Co-Producer
Produced by Bert Schneider and Peter Davis
Directed by Peter Davis
A Touchstone-Audjett Production for BBS
A Howard Zuker/Henry Jaglom-Rainbow
Pictures Presentation

10, 1977 4:00p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
13, 1977 11:00 a.m. Sunday Experience Program

POEM FOR T.F.

And you with your Moses eyes
Writing the Ten Commandments
of the Road on the two halves
of my brain. Yet we are
Floating through space.
We are pushing into walls of air
that are parting like the Red Sea.
And I cling to you.
with your padded-shell helmet
Like yolk sac and embryo
Sticking to you for the nourishment you give me.
And I cannot feel past
the throbbing of the motor
Or hear past the cycle's throaty growl
Or sec past the silvery sweep of the mirrors.
But it is the feeling of the beast
Between my legs that entrances me
And you shifting down
to touch me as we turn,
Sliding slowly toward the ground.

—C. Sherburn.

Students applying for financial aid
for 1 9 7 7/1 9 7 8!!! We now have
applications for several outside
scholarships, including The Dwight P.
Jacobus Scholarship, The German
Society of Maryland Scholarship, and

Monumental Life Insurance Company
Scholastic Awards. Get funky, and
boogie over to Garland 124, where the
Financial Aid action is — as well as the
inimitable Ms. Townsend.

EVERYTHING YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED

TO KNOW ABOUT CLOWNS MMITHIUMMIT

FEATURING: Ron & Sandy Severini, with
their dogs Benny and Soapy, of the 107th
edition of the Ringling Bros. and Barnum &
Bailey Circi..is' ii iililt!i11111111111111111111111111

CALL

71.)75

Friday,tlarcin ii

GRENT HALL

OR
235 -

-04111.111.0- .4111111111.0. .4111.11110.- -411111111111110.- 1

THE JOHNS HOPKINS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
cordially invites its members
and their guests to attend the
FIFTH ANNUAL MEETING
Thursday, March 24, 1977

5:30-7:30 pm.
Glass Pavilion, Homewood Campus

Featuring:
*A Baked Chicken Dinner
*Five door prizes 'available only to Credit Union

members in attendance)
*Business Reports
*Nominations and elections of members to
vacant positions

Fee: $5.00

For further information about the meeting and the bus service
available from JHMI, call either Credit Union office:
Homewood: 338-8320
JHMI: 955-6116

See you on the 24th!

A release from rbc films

-41101.110- -461E/Hr. -.11111111111. -411111111111r- -4111111110- -0111111110.-



Rocky

Trilateralists are trying to save the world
By STEVE SCHULTZ

,Jimmy Carter has entered the
Presidency at a time when the role of
America abroad is being reassessed and
the state of America at home is clouded
by a deep-seated distrust of government.
These two interconnected problems
present a crisis of unprecendented
proportions. Many, inside and outside of
the government, are attempting to forge a
new political philosophy, a new strategy
of stabilization to accomodate the
economic and political facts of life.
Carter's National Security Chief Zbigniew
Brzezinski calls this condition "America
in a Hostile World."
During the primaries, Carter

campaigned as an "outsider," a politician
removed from, the Washington scene. He
was perceived as an adversary of the
"Eastern Establishment" who have
conferred a continuous bipartisan foreign
Policy, regardless of what party happens
to be in office. David Halberstam
Portrayed these "experts" responsible for
Vietnam as "the best and the brightest."
In the presidential campaign, Jimmy "I'll
never tell a lie" Carter intentionally gave
the impression there would be a clean
sweep of such types and promised "a new
generation of leaders."

Thus, the unsuspecting Carter voter
cast his ballot with the belief his
candidate meant what he said ,and said
what he meant. To the more naive
supporters of this "populist", the election
was viewed as a contest between
government by elite and government by
the people.

Before the Cabinet appointments were
made, Hamilton Jordan, director of the
Carter campaign, confidently stated "If
after the inauguration, you find -a Cy
Vance as Secretary' of State and a
Zbigniew Brzezinski as head of National
Security, then I would say we failed. And
I'd quit. You're going to see new faces,
new ideas. The government is going to be
run by people you have never heard of."
Soon, Carter selected a Cabinet filled

with what a writer for the San Francisco
Examiner has labelled a "true elite,
comprised of what many have called
America's 'shadow government.' They
move easily in and out of high positions
in the private 'sector and government
through a network of school , club, and
business associations." What is most
striking about the Carter appointments is
not that their previous service in
government or even their lengthy
corporate ties but that, at last count,

Dean of Students Jakie Hall's response
to the Student Council proposals
concerning Follett's bookstore has gone
from initial enthusiasm to a dull hurrah.
The time between Hall's initial pormises
and subsequent action has lengthened
in determindly. According to Sheldon
Himelfarb, head of the Bookstore
Taskforce, "action was promised two
months ago and no one has done
anything yet." This, he said, was "very
indicative of the way it's been in the
past."

According to Hall, who is responsible
for making the final decision on Follett's
future, the issues presented by the
Bookstore Taskforce are currently being
looked into. Hall says he will be visiting
Harvard University to discuss their co-op
organization. Hall also says he has spoken
with Follett's manager and district
manager 'in an effort to "strengthen
communications" over such things as
delays in ordering and receiving
textbooks. Other meetings are being
scheduled' and Hall says that "something
should already be taking place." Hall says
e will make a final decision before

sixteen high posts are held by members of
a private organization called the
"Trilateral Commission" whose North
American membership is approximately
seventy.

In 1972, Chase Manhatten Bank
President David Rockefeller, organizer of
the group, selected Carter a founding
member. The President admits he
"received basic foreign policy education
under its auspices." Francois Sauzey,
project director, recalls when Carter
announced his candidacy, most fellow
members considered it a "joke," but
Brzezinski saw Carter's potential and

apparently felt that he was an ideal
politician to latch onto. Other members
of the select Commission, besides Carter
and Brzezinski, are Vice-President
Mondale, Secretary of State Cyrus Vance,
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown,
Secretary of Treasury Michael
Blumenthal, and U.N. Ambassador
Andrew Young.
Styled as "a private

North- American -European-Japanese
Initiative on Matters of Common
Concern," the commission was
established to foster a "trialogue" among
the U.S. and her traditional allies.

Spring Vacation.
However, according to Himelfarb, the

action taken thus far "does not address
the Taskforce's major concern over funds
leaving the campus which would mean
the elimination of Follett's." The Follett
Bookstore, which has a ten year contract,
requires six months notice on any
decision of change. This means that Hall
must take action before the ends of the

According to David Rockefeller, the
purpose of the organization is "to bring
the best brains in the world to bear on
the problems of the future."
The North-American membership list is

top heavy with multi-national executives,
banking figures, academics, and public
officials. Its members consider themselves
"liberal internationalists" and their policy
proposals "innovative." However,
conspiracy theorists ranging from the
John Birch Society to the U.S. Labor
Party have sensed sinister intentions and
-have attempted to expose efforts by the
Rockefellers to establish a

supra-government. While the
of these professional fanatics
intellect, the fact remains that

arguments
strain the
almost the

entire carter administration are, indeed,
trilateral members. A more reasoned
analysis is offered by William Greider in
The Washington Post: "It's Mem-kers are
not drafting §ecret blueprints for ruling
tne world, but they are defining the
perceptions that may dominate U.S.
foreign policy in the next era." That era
has arrived.

Writing in Foreign Policy, Brzezinski
stated the major problem: "We are today
in the midst of a systematic crisis...The

could be kept within the University
rather than lost to a private enterprise. In
addition, inflated costs for the
bookstore's aeratio; could be reduced.

Provost Richard P. Longaker yesterday
emphasized the sincerity of "assurances"
made by the administration on the
uncertain issue of calendar reform.
"The reason the administration can't

give guarantees is because the whole

Campus shorts:
Follett's and calendar

month if anything is to gg into effect in
time for fall semester. So far, Himelfarb
says, Hall has just been "avoiding the
issue."

Based on an initial survey of Follett's
present function, the Student Council
Bookstore Taskforce maintains there
would be substantial benefits to students
and the University if the University took
over. Profits made by the bookstore

in at ter is still under discussion
throughout the university. In way of
assurances, however, it should be noted
no significant opposition has turned up,
nor do I predict substantial opposition to
override what we now assume will be the
case. Exams will be before Christmas and
there will be some form of intersession if
students and faculty wish."

The Provost's statement echos a letter
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international system which emerged from
World War II is today open to challenge,
to many doubts, to many strains." For
many foreign policy strategists, the
answer to this crisis is the trilateral
approach of conciliation, rather thasi
confrontation. Richard Ullman' has urged
"a united front on the part of the
advanced Western societies.. .to counter
the new demands and militant action of,
the Third World."

This "united we stand, divided we fall"
philosophy stems from the realization
that America can no longer be the sole
leader of the world economic system;
"cooperation" is vital if the international
status quo is to be maintained. To do
otherwise would lead to global anarchy.
The Trilateralists believe the most serious
threat to a stable world is the foreign
exchange crisis of the underdeveloped
countries. These nations are unable to
repay the bank loans needed to purchase
necessary imports. The primary interest
of the Trilateral Commission in resolving
this crisis is the restoration of a world
economy conducive to trade and
investment. Thus, the commission has
proposed that further loans be extended
to these poor nations, so that imports
would not be cut back with a resulting
world depression.

In the short run, such debt relief,
which the commission suggests, will
bolster a sagging world economic system.
However, many economists feel this will
not solve the fundamental problem—the
dependency of the poor nations on the
wealthy. According to Cheryl Payer, the
result of borrowings by the less developed
countries has amounted to a "debt
trap...an international system of debt
peonage," which dooms the financially
addicted country to perpetual
underdevelopment. The commission is
simply proposing yet another monetary
"fix" to perpetuate a cycle of
dependence which has benefitted the
industrial countries at the expense of the
poor.

The Trilateral approach appears to be
one of management; it does not address
itself to -the structural inequality in the
world today between the Northern
developed countries and the Southern
underdeveloped countries. The demands
of the latter for. a fair share of economic
power continue to go unheard. As this
international crisis builds, the
Trilateralists, in offering the few, -
concession they do, skirt the crucial
question of a just economic 0171,-.

tecently sent by President Steven Mulle
to Student Council President Steve
Ponchak which says in part, "It is my
intention to incorporate into the calendar
revision the continued oppdrtunity for
Homewood undergraduates not enrolled
in interdivisional courses to take their
final examinations for the fall semester
before the Christmas/New Year's holiday
and the beginning for the second
semester, whether the term intersession
remains or whether some other
designation is used for this period."
The remaining stumbling block

between the conflicting parties is the
form of intersession; will it be credited or
non-credited? "There is no expectation at
this point that credit will be granted, but
there will be more discussion," the
Provost said, again not wishing to give the
statement any finality. ' Some faculty
members have criticized a credited
intersession because they "doubt the
utility of a credited intersession and how
credit is actually allotted," he said. Some
students and faculty have suggested
intersession credits be awarded on a
selective basis.
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libido
The onslaught of early spring has the deviously

enchanting effect of pushing the winter into the past.
Frisbees whirl and libidinous instincts skyrocket. But before
the Atlantic trade winds close off the gates of the North,
Americans should reflect on the acute energy shortage that
occurred in the winter of 1977. Americans can no longer
expect to bathe in 72 degree temperatures year round,
unless an alternative, non-perishable energy source
(geothermal, wind, or sun) can be developed and installed
nationwide soon, brother, soon.

GCS
Let's hear it for the staff of the Gilman Coffee Shop!

Okaaay! Day after day these bleary eyed, affable troopers
are serving caffeine hits and pastry pick-me-ups faster than
you can say "So, that's a steak!" They just move and move.
And this year's fare at the GCS is better than ever, with

boxes of muffins, donuts, and imported items by the score.
Not a bad way to spend an hour.

asylum
Frankly we're tired of seeing the same old faces down

here at the News-Letter, published as it is at Frank "Double
Byrne" White's very own Centaur Press. As we have said in
the past, it's time for a change, and the only way the
News-Letter can change is for new blood to enter our
system. We're sorry we can't offer any monetary reward for
services rendered (other than for production lackeys) but
the satisfaction you get from seeing your name in print is
indescribable. So come on down and become one of the
patients trying to take over the asylum.

battlin' birds
Grapefruit League season is here, and the Baltimore

Orioles are in the m idst of their 24th spring training. There
is a different feeling in the air this year, however. For the
first time since the early sixties, the Orioles are not
considred contenders for their league or division title. The
exodus of Messrs. Garland, Jackson, and Grich has cast a
pall over Charm City baseball fans' optimism; the Birds arc
picked to nest no higher than fourth. But we refuse to be
daunted. We fearlessly predict that under the aegis of
youngbloods like Rich Dauer and Kiko Garcia and
graybeards such as Jim Palmer and Ken Singleton, the
Orioles will claw their way into the thick of the fray.
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Night at the Hopkins saloon
By JOHN PERROTTA

Mellifluous beer. Over-studying calls for one or
two. Or three, even. Get hrigh. It helps, if you want
to make it -- or forget it.
Arms reach over the beer-splashed bar. Dark,

light, Colt, Schlitz. A pitcherful. What, no
cappuccino? White tables cluttered with plastic
cups, some half full, others empty. Some stacked.
Girls stacked. And not so much.
The band sings "Isn't She Lovely."
"Dance?"
"Not tonight."
"Oh well."
The band sings "Bad Luck." Boy, don't I know

it.
Then: "Enjoy Yourself." I would, had I a girl.
The female vocalist acts out her lines. She's

angry, amorously jealous. She pouts, her arms
folded across her breast.

The male vocalist reacts. He's on
sucking it all in.
The floor hops. A forest of blue jeans. Stinky

shoes in the corner.
Beatrice!
Brian! How are you?!
Good; dance?
Why not!
The band plays "Color My World." My arms

envelop her. Closer. And closer. My hands lock. We
sway, making circles. She buries her head in my
shoulder. I kiss her neck, brush her hair, perhaps
even her forehead. Her lips, later. The music ends.

"Beer?"
"Sure."
"Schlitz?"
-"Great!"

an ego-trip,

Girl in one hand, glass in the other, I slice my
way through the crowd. The Rat's so packed you
can't tell where the carpet ends and the dance floor
begins. I spill one third of my beer before I land a
table.

"Brian, look who Hartwell's with; and George,
too. They're really getting 'em drunk."

"Clever."
"All us girls play hard-to-get."
"Yeah?" And us guys do the opposite, I say to

myself.
"Brian, I've got to run; thanks for the Schlitz.

Bye."
"Bea--"
"Bye-bye."
The land plays "She's Gone." Appropriate.
I get another beer and fight my way to the back

room. The television is on. People sit watching the
late movie. Mae West and Cary Grant star in She

Done Him Wrong. What a coincidence, I think. She
saunters onto the stage, a self-proclaimed Miss
America. She shifts back and forth, one-two.
one-two. Her arms are akimbo, her palms flat
against her hips. She says something about a ten
gallon hat. The orchestrette plays slinky music. She
sings "Where Has My Easty Rider Gone?" The men
in the saloon cheer her every wiggle. Some clap. The
more drunk whistle. The blown-away tear off their
neck ties. Old men stomp the floor with their canes.
For a moment I feel like one of them. I applaud in
my mind. I swing my neck tie like a lasso. Mae
unbuttons. The saloon is rowdy. The music stops,
suddenly, before Mae has finished. I wake up. I
can't believe it. I throw my cup at the TV screerl
and walk out of the Rathskellar.

1 ••••••••••••••••.. letters, we got letters••••••••••••••••
To the editor: The editorial of the first of
March was the most hypocritical effort
that I have seen since John Mitchell was
Attorney General. Without analyzing the
invidious style of the editorial (Can a
`muldaneness" (sic) indeed be
"breathless"?), I think that it is fair to
say that the N-L, in failing to meet the
most elemental standards of campus
journalism for approximatelY the past
two years, had abdicated any right to
produce a piece such as this editorial.

Specifically, there has not been a
News-Letter at Hopkins since shortly
after the days of Savitz' fiefdom. Over
the past two years, the editors and staff
of the N-L have shown an increasing
frequency to treat the reporting of
campus news as a violation of the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act. Not only does
this editorial fail to have a news peg in
this issue, but I don't even remember the
last issue that had a story about the
activities of the SC. When was the last
time that a reporter covered the meetings
on a regular basis.

_Take the March first as a representative
sample. Now I can understand that the
editors felt that the Times and the Post
weren't doing a good enough job with
Amin, really. However, it might have

been more of interest to the students here
to know that the goals of the
demonstration had been achieved, or that
a Student Council evaluation of
intersession had been published, or even
that Isaac Asimov was going to speak at
graduation. In fact, in the pitiful four
pages of copy (I refuse to even comment
on the idiocy that prompts the use of the
front page of a newspaper for a trivia
quiz), there is not one single news story
about activities on the Homewood
canpus, much less about the student
government.

It is the responsibility of journalists to
report the news. Compared to the N-L, I
had better reporting in my high school
paper, the Palmetto Panther of Miami,
Fla. The absence of anything resembling
campus news from the pages of the N-L
these past two years has probably done
more to promulgate the "Limpid pool of
apathy" (feh!) than the activity or lack
thereof on the part of the Council.

Mind you, I'm not even asking for
integrity. It wouldn't have mattered if
there had been slanted stories. There
should, however, have been some stories!
Unless the students are informed about
what the SC is doing, it might as well
might not be done. The real crime that
the N-L committed was of omission, the

most heinous possible sin for a
newspaper. If the Council was doing
nothing, it was the responsibility of
responsible journalists to report this.l
realize that not all campus stories are
exciting, but all news can't be Watergate,
either. For better or worse, of late mostly
the latter, the N-L has, been the major
organ through which information has
been disseminated on this campus.
Features are nice, but we already have a
literary magazine. When a group of
people has been so demonstrably and
abysmally ignorant and unconcerned
about another group as you have been
about the Student Council. I merely
wonder where the Hell you get the right
to comment, much less criticize.

It seems to me that the piles of
Tuesday News-Letters that have to be
removed each Friday (and vice versa)
speak more eloquently than any words
about the regard the the N-L now enjoys.
Unless the editors determine that they
should indeed be running a newspaper,
"now is as good a time for a change as
any."

Your Obedient Servant
Jeffrey M. Weiss

To the editor,
In reference to .last Friday's (3/4/77)

letter to the editor, submitted by J.

Michael Endalkachew (previously known
as Charles Henderson) I contend that the
auditions for "Antigone" were heir'
openly and objectively.

First, for past history of auditions, it is
interesting to note that Charles
Henderson has received two major roles
in the Barnstormers' productions of
"Anything Goes" and "Steambath." (If
one wonders why Charles did not appeal
in the final production of "Steambath,”
it is because he quit the show halfway
through rehearsal time.
for "The Miracle Worker," it must be
noted that the Barnstormers Board took
swift „ction in firing the first director as
he had shown racial prejudice towards the
Black woman who auditioned. A second
director was hired. This new director told
the Board he was very excited about the
prospect of a Black woman trying out for
the role of Annie Sullivan. The young
woman reauditioned but she did not
possess the necessary talent to handle the
demanding role and thus did not receive
the part.

I ask, when will Charles
abandon his displays of temperament and
histrionic tactics and give BSU a chanc
to speak for itself?

Susan Obrecht
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20 years of schoolin' and they put you on the night shift
By COLIN CAMERER The women are generally housewives

H
to class yet. I'm gettin outa here after
this semester When you finishin?"

"I'll be through here in a year or two.
1m in no hurry The Company "s paying.
Hey, I have to he leaving now. See you
later."

a call sometime, we'll eat
linter or somethin."

off campus bar or something." feels like he's been climbing a hill of fly day, they ire the discs in the spine
"Really. The night life here is pillows all d ty A few local nurses attend

Something else." they melt in your mouth and in your
The stubborn moanin gs of hands. All of thenlooking very womanly

Party hungry undergraduates, like Jewish and seasoned and real- N#.11: you can't
tailors during summer. But there is night . even tell.they're stucients!...
life, you say. Just pick up an Evening '1/4 The most common meeting of the

ey, , Bubba, what's happening or teachers, often pursuing the Master's
degree that ,.may .meant,.kig buckt"Iffer'

Not much, man, like because career advancement (Calt4ight now
the Rathskellar don't have bottled beer—Oefators are stanOing.,, by!). Some are
You know? Really." after a little entertainment - you know
"True fact, man." „how Herb is after a long day at the office
"Christ, we might have to go to some (standing around the water cooler) - he

tonight?"

College catalog! '‘ twain (night and day ,students) is theA„ ....-.z
After the Go- Go- Go- To- College- Human Sexuality courSe in Psychology.,. ,..

After- High- School boom of the sixties, Itzs.:.:...kvgd.,.,cotrite- Jse2c-change pioneer
night school is again a respectable route John Money' is the Star of the show. The
to Self-Improvement and a Better Job. In night school students takeit for sincere
some obvious ways, it is like high school, reasons (though it does t es make for terrific
but the caliber of night school academics, cocktail ,party fodder) and day school
Particularly here at Hopkins, is not bad. kids take it because they're horny.
And it is the Evening College.
. They parade in, the men in suits, some "Hey , Lloyd, whatcha tpkin' this
right out of Wall Street handbooks, some semester?"
J.C. Penney's clearance material. An "I'M taking that psychology course
occasional Hutzler's threepiece sneaks in- with Dr. Froid."
remember that sale, Gladys? Their hair is "Yeah, I took that. He's pretty tough,
usually short, or just long enough to show but if ya je'sliSten and take notes -
the Boss they know about Independence. write down jes about every goddam thing
Most are businessmen or teachers; few he says- ya be okay. I gotta B from him."
engineers, and some Jews- an astonishing i'l'Aiiid yourself?"
number of young Jews hurrying around, '",I'm t akin 9 credits this term-
yamulkes plastered atop their heads like oceanography an some required stuff.
melted cheese on veal cutlets. Finance and some kinda math. I ain't been

of America- they read Time and
Newsweek, watch Amanda Arnold on

Action News- Isn't she good Ilerb? They
go to bed early and when they go out,
worry about little Sally- she's only 12
(stif1 a baby): And goddamn sure we
voted for C'arter. Gotta put our fajth in
someone. W ...got to trust sorriebody.
Christ the guy'S'-giving us fifty bucks a
head- vc.an't be all that bad.", As
Hard -Working gAmericans, they, .eyeball,
make ballpark' estirnatesr nag, chit-chat,

-lie memos. and draw the bottom line.

When the sun goes down they slip on
their prewashed corduroys and polyester
sportcoats and become Students- Lumpy
Rutherford and Wally Cleaver at State 20
years later. Taking dead aim at Truth and
Knowledge with the help of textbooks
thicker than Grandma Levin's rice
ptIdding. They worry and fret over grades
like a chubby preteen at his first dance.
Studying and taking quick notes in
flurries like fighters in the opening round
- tense and poised. They discuss in depth,
analyze, determine, make qualitative (and
quantitative) judgements. and breathe

down the necks of optimality and
maximization. "Carter has managed to
re-fuse the parts of the New Deal machine
splintered in the sixties into a winning
coalition. Not only that, he's given the
country a sense of confidence it hasn't
felt in years."

The most wonderful thing about adult
versus non-adult (or day versus night)
education is the intensity and enthusiasm',
like housewives discovering the joys of a
dishwashing detergent, which the night
scholars apply to the pedanticism of the
classroom. They seem to take great pride
and enjoy immensely the stoic pleasures
of writing papers, doing homework, and
studying. Like cats on a hot sidewalk.
"I've got a headache" becomes "Honey,
I've got to study."

While the goals and raison d'etres of
evening school and its flirtation with
intellectuality are as hambly material and
American as those of the Kids,' there is
more vivacity and life in night students'
activities on both sides of the classroom.
They may take longer to understand a
professor, and make more mistakes ("Uh,
what's the word?" Carson would say,
"Dumb. Yeah, dumb."), but one also
forgets their errors with more haste. The
Kids. think of college like a GM factory-
an assembly line which one passes
tediously through on the way to
Renaissance manhood. Evening College
students, on the whole, take school more
seriously.

4.-~--0-9-Student editor on chopping block~-
(CPS)-- It never stops.
Take a conservative town, a nearby

college, an ironclad student government,
ah administration that scares the pants
off the school newspaper, and a campus
Prostitution ring. What've you got? One
more student scapegoat waiting to be
skewered for hanging onto his principles.
Ned Tolbert could tell you all about it.
Tolbert recently faced charges that

almost led to his expulsion from the
University of the Pacific, a small school in
Stockton, California. He's been put on
Probation for the duration of his stay at
the University.

What could he have done to raise such
a ruckus at this expensive private school?

Well, last spring, a couple weeks after
he became editor of the Pacified],
Tolbert decided to run a story that
uncovered a campus prostitution ring,
allegedly operated by several women who
needed money to pledge sororities. The
reporter, who refused to take a byline,
claimed two confirmed sources would
verify the accusations. The ex-editor,
faculty advisor and editorial board of the
Pacifican all agreed that the story should
be printed. And so Ned Tolbert did run

the damning article and the natives tried
to chase him out of town.

He was immediately fired by the
Student Senate and notified by the
administration that his status at the
school was suddenly uncertain. The
Senate then appointed an interim
editorial board and unwittingly chose the
writer of the explosive story as editor.
That person soon resigned.

Tolbert cried censorship. "An upper
administrator told me that the story
shouldn't have been printed, even if it
was 100 percent true," Tolbert explained.

"Merely a good performance"
By J.D. CONSIDINE

The Greenhouse- Trampler- Treger
Trio, -which performed at Shriver Hall
Saturday, is not a string trio in the sense
that it is a regularly performing unit like
the Beaux Arts Trio (of which Bernard
Greenhouse is a member). Rather, it is
the communal effort of three excellent
Players who have decided to play as an
ensemble.
Such an arrangement has its virtues,

Most obviously through the freshness of
approach that results from such
associations. One could also make a case
historically, in as much as much of the
literature was not written for specific
groups, merely for certain musicians
Playing in ensemble.
The greatest weakness of such an

approach is that often a composition will
turn solely on the respective abilities of
each member of the ensemble, and if one
Player should prove to be obviously
superior or deficient when compared to
the others, the performance as a whole
Will be lacking.
Such seemed the case Saturday. The

Concert opened with the Beethoven
String Trio in E-flat, Op. 3, which was
Played admirably, with a few
qualifications. The ensemble tone wasbalanced throughout, and although the
rich sonorities of the cello were

occasionally too prominent when the
parts called upon the instrument's lower
register, the resulting sound was so
gorgeous that one would feel boorish to
complain.
Just as the cello of Bernard

Greenhouse built a solid layer of sound to
act as the work's foundation, the
interplay between Walter Trampler's viola
and Charles Treger's violin seemed to
buttress the trio's structure. When each of
the instruments were used to play one
against the other, the effect was startling.

Unfortunately, the effect was not
constant. Bernard Greenhouse is one of
the world's best cellists, and Walter
Trampler is unquestionably its best
violist. Charles Treger is a very competent
violinist, too competent to have made
some of the musical gaffes present in his
playing Saturday. His playing, in the
Beethoven was at times as faultless as that
of his colleagues (one thinks especially of
the adagio), but the harshness, the
unrefined coarseness of the playing in
parts of the finale was almost shocking.
One would be tempted to assume that, in
his passion of interpretation, he became
oblivious to his technical errors; but if so,
his level of concentration in that respect
was distressingly low.
Yes it was a tribute to the sheer

musicianship of the group that the

performance was none the less utterly
delightful. Even more so was the Mozart
Divertimento, K. 563, which featured Mr.
Trampler's viola to great advantage. The
amount of literature- for viola is restricted
enough as it is, so it is a treat to hear the
instrument showcased even in this way.

As an ensemble, their Mozart was light
and dignified, as opposed to the reticent
aristocracy of their Beethoven. Listenable
as it was, though, one might quibble with
their tempi, as the difference between
Andante, Allegretto. and Allegro was
almost indiscernable.

In summation, it is difficult to
adequately comment on Saturday's
performance. Even though the audience
responded with tumultuous applause, one
couldn't help but leave with the feeling
that it was a case of great musicians giving
what was merely a good performance.
The potential was there, as the brilliant
sonorities of the encore (and, indeed,
much of the concert) proved. It was just
not as evident as some of us would have
liked.

Still, when one considers how few
concerts this trio will make (Shriver Hall
was given special consideration because,
as Mr. Greenhouse put it, it is "the most
distinguished and prestigious musical
organization in the country."), it is
difficult to feel disappointed.

"He said that our newspaper doesn't run
those kind of articles." Another student
maintained that the substance of the
story was never denied by the
administration. "No one's really looked
into it. They have no reason to because it
would just damage the school's image."

But not everyone takes the same, view
of Ned's plight. Rhonda Brown, president
of Pacific's Associated Students, said that
Tolbert would have been fired anyway,
mainly because he wouldn't comply with
budget regulations. "The story changed
maybe one vote," she recalled.
Another source close to the

controversy said that while there were
budget troubles, it was more a
combination of factors that did Ned in.
"Ned was badly misguided by the
outgoing editor, he was on the way out
anyway," revealed the source.

Tolbert acknowledges other tensions,
but stands firm in his belief that the
prostitution story was the catalyst for his
firing. "It was politically expedient for
Rhonda Brown to give ,other reasons for
the firing. It's pretty ridiculous, but
everyone seems to know what really
happened," he commented.
Tolbert stresses, however, that his

dismissal from the Pacifican is not the
important issue.'"There's more at stake
here than throwing an editor off a
campus, there's the whole First
Amendment to think about."

Because of the ,strong-arm tactics by
the school officials, Tolbert has seen the
Pacifican reduced to a mere social
calendar, devoid of any substantive
material. "Jeez, they've got a rock group
on the front page this week."

Last December, Tolbert stood before
Pacific's Joint University Judiciary
Committee facing charges that ranged
from "irresponsible use of the student
newspaper" to "acting contrary to the
best interest of the school."

Even though he wasn't busted out of
school, Ned Tolbert won't forget his
crazy bout with small minds and petty
politics. But then again, he also knows
that these kind of shenanigans never
stop.



(Personals

classifieds
HAII....F - PRICE PIZZA AGAIN-
TEUSDAY NIGHT (3-8-77) IN
THE RAT WITH THIS AD'

VERY SINCERE MEDICAL
STUDENT, Jewish, age 26, seeks a
sincere, well-educated, well-adjuste!i

young woman of good character.

Object: friendship and

companionship possibly leading to
marriage. Please reply to Box 5936,
Pikesville, Maryland 21208.

SPAM= by umerisseed esti.*
toac.bers - Al levels, ail apix
364-2066.

TENNIS PROS AND ASSISVANT
PROS— for seasonal, outdoors
clubs; require good playing and
teaching background Call (301)
654-3770, or send complete resume
to: Col. R. Reade, W.T.S., 8401
Connecticut Avenue, Suite 1011,
Chevy Chase. Md. 20015.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTE
to share unfurnished two bedroo
apartment with kitchen, bath a
living room. Located one bloc
from Peabody Conservatory
$112.50 (electric not included pe
month. 685-3091 Late evenings.

CRABS?
Kill them fast

without a doctor's
prescription.

At first sign of crab lice
(intense itching, reddish
bite marks, whitish eggs at-
tached to hairs), get A-200
Pyrinate, the No. 1 medicine
for crab lice. It stops the
itching as it kills crabs and
their eggs. Easy to use, just
shampoo as directed. Get
inexpensive
A-200 Pyrinate
without a
prescription.
Liquid or gel.

A-200 Pyrinate®
At all drug counters.

TAIIVIrAIIIFIVAIMAIAll
% STUDY IN NEW YORK

1

6 THIS SUMMER Columbia

i University offers over 400
undergraduate and

S professional school 6
4, courses. For a bulletin g
6 i 4write: Summer Session,

Columbia University,

lirdrAdrArdrArArdr-IIMIIII

102C Low. N.Y., N.Y.
% 10027

EURGPE
..a
IRAN AIN
,0,•

let; n 1/2 erreung.ec,
CoU to.I free (800) 325-48676 to 9 p m

Or set your travel agent

® UraTravel Charters T.
ems =MI MOM

C011111111111
1 moinort
SERVICES•

1 HILLCREST CLINIC& I
CaZUNSELING SERVICE

MO.

L1302 788-4400
11111..211A2Ardidailatil

tuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
linntediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:

Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston Ma s 0
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Winds to the West: Spring wings as
The Jack of Hearts wheels for
Conowingo, and believe me, this
Austin Healey can blow the doors off
of (any) MG.

Stretch "Tiger" Hogan wishes to 0
announce the trouncing of The Jack
of Hearts and Dribbles Drawbaugh in
three (I can't count) out of four
pinball games. Bring on the Big E
Train!!

Japanese Brides? Contact Biff at
358-7675 and he'll give you the
lowdown on these mysteries of the
east.

Wanna hear some "small" jokes? Call
Krugie at 235-8782 for some action.

••••-4.•-*

UMMER
Do what interests you most:
folk dance, work at an
archaeological dig, study at a
university, live on kibbutz. And
at the same time, have a short,
in-depth Israel experience.
Summer programs offer you a
number of extra curricular
activities: you can spend a week
in Sinai, visit a settlement in the
Golan Heights, tour big cities
and historical sites. Meet people
and gain awareness of Israel as
a social, economic, cultural,
religious and political reality.
Have a good time while you are
doing it. Contact the Israel
Program Center and inquire
about five-through-nine-week
summer programs.
American Zionist Youth Foundation,
Israel Program Center
515 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10022,
(212) 751-6070

FASHION

CENTER

Dreamed of owning Et operating
your very own ladies boutique?
Our program includes fixtures,
training, grand opening, continu-
ing assistance Er beginning inven-
tory NO EXPERIENCE NECES-
SARY. All this for as little as
$12.500. Call SOUTHERN BELLE
FASHIONS TODAY TOLL FREE
1-800-874-4780 ext. 320.

For information, please send to the above address.

Name

Address

City

University

...State

Age

34

Is it sick

s it crazy to love marker pens that give you the smoothest, thinnest line in
town.. .and feel so right in your hand? Is it mad to worship pens with clever
little metal "collars- to keep their plastic points from getting squishy?

Not if the pen is ;a Pilot marker pen.
Our Razor Point, at only 69c, gives

the kind of extra-fine delicate line you'll flip
over. And for those times you want a little less
line, have a fling with our fine point
59c Fineliner. It has the will and fortitude to
actually.write through carbons.

So, don't settle for a casual relationship.
Get yourself a lasting one, or two, to have
and to hold ...at your college book store.

Pilot Corp. of America. 41-15 36th St.,
Long Island City. N.Y. 11101

WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES
presented by

The Office of Special Events

"FOUR FALSE IMAGES:
NORTH AND SOUTH IN THE 1850's"

Willie Lee Rose, Professor,
Department of History, JHU

WEDNESDAY, March 9- 12 noon
Garrett Room, Milton S. Eisenhower Library

FREE ADMISSION

Univeisi• ty Sandwich Shows and Deli

All Lump Crab Cakes
Genuine Kosher Corned Beef

Ddicious Rout Beef
VirOnia Baked Ham
Various Coigl Cull

Cheese (Swiss, Provolone, Muenster)
Katie: Hot Dogs

Catering
Party Trays (specie! order)

Fizza
Home Made Dessert (Cheeae Cake)

Ice Cream
Sdect Grocery Items

Rants

RESTAURANT & CARRY OUT

Phones 46742112
M - Fri: 9:30 - 7:00
Sat: 9:30 - 2:00
Closed Sundays

FREE SODA WITH THIS Al) AND

PURCHASE OF $1.00

UNIV.:RUNTY PARKWAY

AT PAUL.

LOON. UNIVERSITY ONE APTS.

It's all here at C.W. Post: a beautiful 350-
acre campus, less than an hour from midtown
Manhattan and the Hamptons, mir utes from
beaches and golf courses ... residence halls,
theaters, sports facilities.

It's The Summer Place ... to accelerate
your education, enrich your life, meet your
career/life style objectives.

A full range of undergraduate, graduate,
weekend college and continuing education (non-
aegree credit) courses ... plus special institutes
and workshops.

3 Summer Sessions (day and evening):
May 20-June 23/June 24-July 28/July 29-Sept. 1
Weekend College Session begins June 25,
July 9 or 10

Summer courses are also available at the Suffolk Branch
Campus, Brentwood, L.I. • (516)273-5112

For the Summer Bulletin, phone (516) 299-2431
or write: Office of Special Programs, Box C
LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY ray av

1 00St center LI%
GREENVALE, NEW YORK 11548

fineine marker pens
Qeave eat
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THE COLEMAN
• AWARDS

FOR
PROSE AND POETRY

The Coleman Awards are presented
annually to the individuals who submit
the best pieces of prose or verse to the
Hopkins literary journal, ELLIPSIS (for
ismerly Collection of Words). The purpose
of the awards is to recognize the
! achievements of the University's finest

writers.
RULES

1. All entries must be submitted before April 11.
2. Contest is only open to members of the Honkins Community.
3. Prose entries must be double-spaced and no longer than fifteen Pages.
4. Poets must submit at least three works.
5. No material will be returned.
6. 8150. will be awarded to both the prose and the poetry award recipients.
7. Awarded pieces will also appear in this year's issue of ELLIPSIS..
8. Dicision of the editors is final.
9. Send all entries in care of ELLIPSIS

P0 Box 989.
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore. Md. 21218

10. For further information call Tim Ridley 889-1314
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By ANTHONY MOSS
A real fight is brewing in the Southern Div. ision league

smallbore rifle competition as the Blue Jay marksmen
lead the league all alone with a 6-1 league record.

Hopkins' most recent series of competitions, howeve,r.
might seem to belie that successful record, although the
team's recent home match against Howai-d University was
a total victory-1252 for the Jays compared to 764 for
Howard's fearless fivesome. Sukon Kanchanaraksa led the
team for this superb effort (258). with teammates
Terranova (253), Horner ( 251), Leadbetter (246), and
Stewart (244) following closely behind. As in most
successful Hopkins' matches, the remainder o1 the squad
was not far behind, with two more shooters firing better
than 240.
The Jays, however, suffered a mild slump in a recent

series at non-league matches. At the annual invitational
meet with West Point, held on February 19, the Jays fired
a solid spread of scores, (total 1224), but were unable to
defeat two of their opponents in this four-way match.
Terranova (known to teammates as "the Big T") fired a
commendable 252. The rest of the team was tightly
bunched in the lower 240's; Leadbetter 246, Stewart 244,
Kanchanaraksa 241, Horner 241; but Army (1303) and
Rider College (1263) fired much more effectively.
Rutgers trailed with 1203.
The six ROTC team members fired in the ROTC postal

held on February 25. Their ability is 'reflected in their
1196 score. Teammembers Smith and Terranova (254)
both fired very well, while -Dorothea Cypher, a member
who has steadily improved her shooting, fired an amazing
243. Leadbetter, Senaldi, and Greene rounded out the

Updated results on the USC-Davis postal revealed that
Hopkins performed better than had been anticipated.
Members competing as a 4-man team (Stewart 266,

Horner 254, Kanchanaraksa 245, and Moss 234) fired a
commendable 999 (compared to first-place team Ohio
State's 1097; a 274.2 average) to capture 8th place out of
a field of 23 competitors. Male Individual firers
Kanchanaraksa 261, and Horner 243, took llth and 17th
places, respectively. Terranova captured 3rd in the
Women's Individuals: however trophies were only
awarded to the top two firers due to the small size of the
field.

At the NRA Sectionals held at Rider College, New
Jersey, the team performed better than acerage. as ace
shooter Dave Smith (256) set the pace. Other placing
team members were Don Gerhart (248), Sukon
Kanchanaraksa (244), Glen Horner (243) and Beth
Terranova (239), for a total of 1240 for the team
competition. The Jays, however, did not fare as well when
they branched out on their own as only Horner (259),
Sukon (244), and Leadbetter (245) fired well in
individual competition.

While certainly out-shooting most other teams in the
Southern Division, the rifling Jays would have to beat
powerhouse Gerogetown, traditionally a major threat to
Hopkins, to successfully compete for league honors. Far
more ominous was the fact that recently Georgetown had
been firing better than 1280, indicating an average score
of 256—a figure which can only be beaten by the best
shooters in the league.

Yet, last Friday, the tides were to be turned by the
hard-working Hoppies. After the stiff competition of the
Sectionals, attendance during practice was the highest of
any time of the season.
The Georgetown match was really a grudgematch, after

the Capital City shooters last year. handed a loss to
Hopkins: one of only three setbacks JHU had suffered.
Earlier this season, members of the Georgetown staff

hinted that Hopkins was completely outclassed by their
opponents. "That's what really grills me," twanged Okie
shooter Dave Smith, "They're just passing us off as a
bunch of incompetents."

Whatever Georgetown may or. may not have been
thinking prior to Friday's match is immaterial. What is
important. is that Hopkins posted what may be one of the
highest scores ever fired by a Hopkins - squad-1272.
(Higher scores, posted in the early 60's and late 50's by
winning Hopkins' teams are less indicative of ability than
today's more difficult 'targets. Howard Leadbetter
explained the differences: "You have to consider the type
of target now used, compared with the ones used some 20
or so years ago. Scores were naturally higher, since the
targets were a little larger and the position of the
concentric rings different. The lowest score was a 5; now
it's 1; and the bull (perfect score) was a little circle, rather
than the pinpoint we now use.")

Georgetown's six-man squad, missing a top firer due to
illness, simply fell apart and were able to muster only an
1196. In comparison, the superb shooting of Leadbetter
(260) , Kanchanaraksa (259), Gerhart (252), Moss (251),
and co-captain Terranova (250) carried the Jays to
victory. Once again, the depth of Hopkins' 12-man squad
proved itself invaluable. A tired opponent shooter wrYIY
remarked, "You can't afford to stumble when you've
only got six men to work with."

llopkins' coach Captain Phillips only remark was.
"Outstanding, just outstanding," as he grinned broadly.

Outstanding is what the rifle team had better remain,
however, for the last two opponents, Gettysburg (away,
March 11) and Delaware (away, Match 19), are no one to
trifle with. Delaware, in particular, has been firing close to
1270 in recent matches, and may in fact prove to be the
toughest test the Hopkins' shooters must face in their
quest for a berth in the Divisional Championships.

By PHILIP A. GILLY
As the NBA and the NCAA basketball seasons are

winding down towards the championships. so too is the
BIA. There is only one week left in the season, with the
playoffs to begin March 16 for .the top two teams in each
of the four leagues. At present, all playoff slots are still up
,for grabs.

Vincent-Willard and Griffin, undefeated leaders of the
Dorm League will meet in the last game of the season
3/1 5. But just two games back, both Gildersleeve and
Wilson-Wood are in contention also. League I is led by
BSU, sporting a perfect 6-0 record, followed by the
Aardvardks, Blue Moon. and Please Not Tonight, all with.
one loss.

The Dream Merchants (5-0) are being challenged by the
Maoist Athletic Club and Fosvene (both 4-1) in League 11.
TEP (6-0) holds first for League III, with ATO (4-1), the
DB's (4-1) and DU (4-2) fighting it out for second. The
big games you don't want to miss. are tomorrow night,
featuring traditional rivals TEP vs DU at 7:30 and
Merchan s vs Maoists at 9:30.

But just in case you don't like to (or can't) play BBall,
the BIA has more other events than there s time, or
space, to schedule them. The Wrestling Tournament will
be held Saturday 3/12. The weight classes will be limited
to one entrant per dormitory or fraternity, but any
number of independents may wrestle. Questions and
entries may be directed to Tom Locraft (243-2305).

The long awaited Paddleball and Squash competition
will run March 14-20. It is important to enter as soon as
possiblie before 3/13 to allow court space to be blocked
off. All non-varsity undergrads are elliglble and should-
contact Bill Kostun at 366-7188.

Thie year's Swimming Meet is planned for Tuesday
evening, March 22, beginning at 7:30 p.m. Dorm and
Frat/Indep will compete separately in the 11 events: 50
yd. breast, tick, free and fly; 100 yd. breast-, back and

- free; 100 yd indiv. medley; lm diving: 200 yd medley and
freestyle relays. Official entries—are available in the gym,

a
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a

This is all leading to awarding of those coveted BIA
trophies at halftime of the Navy lacrosse game on May 7.
Wilson-Wood is again running away from the dorms,
looking for a third consective title. Meanwhile, DU is
having a tough time repeating this year, being
hard-pressed by TEP, Sig Ep, and Sig Nu, all of which are
still within fifty points.

By ANDREW COHEN
Through persistant expertise and determination in the

game of little rubber balls, the Women's Varsity Squash
team ended their season, playing their way to a 5-2
record. Losses in their final two games to the ladies of the
University of Pennsylvania and Franklin and Marshall
College prevented JHU from completing an undefeated
season.

The Lady Jays competed in the annual round robin
tournament at Perm on February 11. The level of
competition is in descending order, an A team, B team,
and C team. Each school puts three women in each
division. The Jays entered six players, freshmen Joann
Beckwith and Lisa Gottesfeld and sophomore Kate Foster
in the A leve. while senior Marlene Tandy, junior Barb
Thomas, and sophomore Nancy Tang were entered in the

B competition. The A team finished fourth of five teams
while the B squad surged to second of seven teams, losing_
only to the host team.
"The .tournement was an excellent opportunity for all

the girls to get a good workout," said Coach Joyce Hogan.
"All six of them played most of the afternoon."

The final match of the season was played against
Franklin and Marshall College. In that contest the team
was without the services of Barb Thomas, one of the
team's better players, who was ill. So to fill the open spot,
Coach Hogan moved all the other women up. The team
was unable to make up for the void, though. and they lost
the match.

In between the final two matches the squash team met
a faculty team and in sixteen games, the faculty took the
Lady Jays 9-7. The star faculty competitors included Art
Higel of the computer center who qualified as the most
chauvinist player according to Coach Hogan. Art was
followed closely in machismo by Maurice Bessman. Other
outstanding faculty stars included Stuart Hulse, Judy
Hall, and Al fonzo Caramazza of the psychology
department and history graduate student Jim Goodyear.

With the season over, the Lady Jays chose among
themselves their stars and outstanding players. The Most
Valuable Player was team captain Kate Foster. "She was
both invaluable to the team and terrific for the team
morale," commented the coach.
"Our best player was certainly Joann Beckwith," said

Dr. Hogan. "She just started playing the game to
November and then she just took off." The Unsung
Heroine award was given to junior Marybeth Fasan •
"Mary was always there to do anything that was needed.
She as the cohesive force on the team."
The Women Squash Team has now completed their

second year on a successful note and the future looks
good.
"We should be moving into the top ten within the next

few years," said Coach Hogan. "Our best players are no
older than sophomores now, so we should get better."


